Introduction to Indexes for Volumes 1-15

A few comments may be helpful as you use the following cumulative indexes to the first 15 volumes of the NACADA Journal.

Sample entries:

Habley, Wesley R., book review, VI:i:104-106
"Fire! (ready, aim): Is criticism of faculty advising warranted?" XI:ii:25-31
"The relationship between institutional characteristics and the organization of advising services" (Habley & McCauley), VII:i:27-39
(Ed.), The status and future of academic advising: Problems and promise, reviewed, X:ii:65-67

Note. that the article A has been ignored in Alphabetizing.

Hagen, Peter L., "Academic advising as dialectic," XIV:i:85-88
"A handbook for new advisors" (Smith & Wesson), XVI:i:16-35
Handbook of academic advising (Gordon), reviewed, XIII:i:57-58

Hart, William W., "Computer competencies for advisors and those who would be advisors," X:ii:77-103
Hartmann, Ivy, "On the use of breath fresheners to alleviate systemic communicative anxiety," XVI:i:39-47
"Helping marginal students improve academic performance through self-management techniques" (Pawlicki & Connell), I:i:44-52

Alphabetization:

We have alphabetized letter by letter, following, however, the dictum prescribed by the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (4th ed.) that "nothing precedes something" (e.g., the entry for "Hart, William" above precedes that for "Hartmann, Ivy" even though m precedes w in the alphabet). The other exception to letter-by-letter alphabetization is that an article (i.e., A, An, or The) at the beginning of an entry is disregarded.

The Author/Title Index includes:
(a) Journal articles listed by title
(b) Journal articles listed by author (In the case of multiple authors, the article is listed under each author, with all authors mentioned parenthetically at the end of the entry.)
(c) books reviewed in the Journal, listed by title
(d) books reviewed in the Journal, listed by author or editor
(e) book reviews listed by reviewer

The Subject Index provides access to Journal articles and book reviews in rather general terms. Articles are classified by subject headings that designate each article as a whole rather than referring to specific portions of the article. In general, articles are listed under 3-6 subject headings and book reviews under 1-2.

Headings marked with an asterisk (*) are also ERIC descriptors.
Headings marked with a dagger (†) are also National Clearinghouse for Academic Advising descriptors.

The Index by Type of Institution at Which the Research Was Undertaken classifies articles by data-gathering site. Articles that report the findings of studies undertaken by the authors are listed here under the categories delineated in A Classification of Institutions of Higher Education published by the Carnegie...
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Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. In cases where data came from several institutions, articles are listed under each appropriate heading. The utility of this index is twofold. First, it allows readers ready access to studies performed at institutions similar to their own with findings that may therefore be most relevant. And second, it provides insights into research needs in academic advising. For example, a glance will show that although there have been numerous studies at research institutions, few have been undertaken at two-year colleges.
Author/Title Index

A

Abel, Janice, "Developmental advising through life roles: Leisure and leadership," VII:i:17-22
"Residence hall coordinators: Academic advising for 'undecided' students," I:i:44-46

Abruuo, James, "Jobs in arts and media management" (Langley & Abruuo), reviewed, XIV:i:149-150

Academic adaptations: Higher education prepares for the 1980s and 1990s (Stadtman), reviewed, I:i:100-101
"Academic advising ain't what it used to be: Strangers in the university" (Byrd), XV:i:44-47
"Academic advising and adult education: An emerging synthesis" (Bitterman), Viii:29-33
"Academic advising: And different expectations" (Gunn & Mitchell), Vii:i:99-105
"Academic advising and potential litigation" (Schubert & Schubert), III:i:1-11
"Academic advising as dialectic" (Hagen), XIV:i:85-88
"Academic advising awards and certificates of merit (1984)" V:i:70
"Academic advising: ERIC as a resource" (Barnett), I:i:13
"Academic advising evaluation: A review of assessment instruments" (Srebnik), VIII:i:52-62

Academic advising for student success: A system of shared responsibility (Frost), reviewed, I:i:59-60

Academic advising: Getting us through the eighties (Grites), reviewed, II:i:101-102
"Academic advising in England and the United States—A comparison" (Sherbo), I:i:39-46
"Academic advising in higher education: A developmental approach for college students of all ages" (Shane), I:i:12-23

"Academic advising literature since 1965: A College Student Personnel Abstracts review" (McLaughlin & Starr), II:i:14-23

"An academic advising model" (O'Bannon), XIV:i:10-16
"Academic advising: More than a placebo?" (Hines), I:i:24-28
"Academic advising: The challenge of the 90s" (Kind), XIII:i:6-8
"Academic advising to facilitate student retention" (Kapraun & Coldren), I:i:59-69
"Academic advising with peer advisors and college freshmen" (Elliot), V:i:1-7
"The academic advisor as an environmental change agent" (Arnedt), VIII:i:43-46
"The academic advisor's guide to quality rankings in various fields of study" (Webster), XI:i:57-74
"Academic advisors in athletics lead the way" (Price), XIV:i:66-67
"Academically deficient readmitted students: Are they really a high risk?" (Taylor, Powers, Lindstrom, & Gibson), VII:i:41-47

The academic chairperson's handbook (Beyer, Cresswell, Egly, Seagren, & Wheeler, Eds.), reviewed, XII:i:59-60
"Academic dismissal, readmission conditions, and retention: A study of social science majors" (Kinloch, Frost, & MacKay), XIII:i:18-22
Academic integrity and student development: Legal issues and policy perspectives (Kibler, Nuss, Paterson, & Pavela), reviewed, XIV:i:141-142
"Academic planning as a career strategy" (Danis), VII:i:87-89
"Academic probation, suspension, and the adult student" (Swift), IX:i:76-85
"Academic responsibility: Can it be taught?" (Frost), IX:i:17-24
Academic standards in higher education (Loeb), reviewed, XIV:i:50

Academic workplace: New demands, heightened tensions (Austin & Cramson), reviewed, VI:i:123

Academic year abroad, 1993-1994 (Steen, Ed.), reviewed, XIV:i:42

Accinelli, Nancy, book review, XIII:i:99-100
"ACT as a strategic resource in enhancing the advising process" (Crockett), I:i:1-11
"ACT scores predict success on the Pre-Professional Skills Test" (Soules, Beatty, & Hopper), XIII:i:23-27

Acting lessons for teachers: Using performance skills in the classroom (Tauber & Mester), reviewed, XV:i:44
"An active approach for early identification of student problems" (Powers), IX:i:31-32

ACT/NACADA 1985 Awards and Certificates of Merit, VI:i:56
ACT/NACADA 1986 Awards and Certificates of Merit, VII:i:99

Adams, Rebecca J., "Effects of forms of address on advisees' perceptions of advisors" (Adams, Greene, Hocking, Smith, & Lichner), X:i:14-19

Addressing the needs of returning women (Lewis, Ed.), reviewed, IX:i:114-116

Administration and leadership in student affairs: Actualizing student development in higher education (Miller, Winston, & Assoc.), reviewed, XII:i:74-75
"Adult learners: Characteristics, concerns, and challenges to higher education—A bibliography" (Potson), IX:i:86-112

Adults as learners: Increasing participation and facilitating learning (Cross), reviewed, IV:i:68
"Adults in mid-career change: Case studies for advisors" (Dean, Eriksen, & Lindamood), VII:i:16-26

"Advising adults from the commuter perspective" (Sloan & Wilmes), IX:i:67-75
"Advising alliances: Sharing responsibility for student success" (Frost), XIV:i:54-58
"Advising and causal attribution theory" (Kramer), III:i:7

Advising and counseling adult learners (De Silvestro, Ed.), reviewed, I:i:57-58
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"Advising as a profession" (Gordon, Swenson, Spencer, Kline, Bogenschutz, & Seeger), VIII:ii:59-64
"Advising as teaching" (Ryan), XI:ii:4-8
"Advising: Benefits for the advisor" (Kramer), VI:ii:25-28
"Advising Black student-athletes" (Henderson), V:ii:3-11
"Advising college athletes in the 1980's: A Higher Education Abstracts review" (McLaughlin), VI:ii:31-38
"The advising coordinator: Managing from a one-down position" (Kramer), I:ii:7-15
"Advising for the advisor" (Kramer), I:ii:41-51
"Advising from a constructive developmental perspective" (McAuliffe & Strand), XIV:ii:25-31
"Advising future teachers in an era of educational reform" (McMillian), VII:ii:73-82
"Advising: Implications for faculty development" (Kramer), XI:ii:25-32
"Advising international students at small colleges" (Weill), I:ii:52-56
"Advising major-changers: Students in transition" (Gordon & Steele), XII:ii:22-27
"Advising nontraditional students: The Big Bang or another universe?" (Sedlacek), XII:ii:103-104
"Advising of Black student-athletes: Twelve recommendations" (Underwood), VI:ii:19-21
"Advising: Small wins in institutional development" (Kramer), VI:ii:39-43
"Advising student-athletes: A bibliography" (Gordon), XI:ii:119-122
"Advising systems and institutional coordination" (Kramer), VII:ii:41-49
"Advising the student-athlete" (Gurney & Johnston), V:ii:27-29
"Advising underprepared transfer students: Integrating assessment and academic advising" (Cooper & Franke), XII:ii:33-37
"The advisor under stress—Fired up or burned out?" (Murray), VII:ii:75-83
"The agile academic advisor" (Spokane), XII:ii:68-70
"Peterson's job opportunities for engineering, science, and computer graduates: 1991" (Allbright & Healy, Eds.), reviewed, XI:ii:75-76
Allen, Deborah R., "Giving advice to students: A road map for college professionals" (Schein, Laff, & Allen), reviewed, IX:ii:119-120
"Identifying and referring troubled students: A primer for academic advisors" (Allen & Trimble), XIII:ii:34-41
"Teaching, advising, and student development: Finding the common ground" (Laff, Schein, & Allen), VII:i:9-15

Allied health education directory (American Medical Association), reviewed, XV:ii:44-45
Allied health education directory: 1991 (American Medical Association), reviewed, XII:i:60
Alston, Kal, book review, XII:ii:77-80
The American community college (Cohen & Brawer), reviewed, IV:ii:69
American Medical Association, Allied health education directory, reviewed, XV:ii:44-45
Allied health education directory: 1991, reviewed, XII:i:60
American Psychological Association, Graduate study in psychology and associated fields, reviewed, XI:ii:68-69
American university programs in computer science—Their facilities, resources, and course offerings (Lau, Ed.), reviewed, VI:ii:92-98
"An analysis of an enrollment control program at an open admission university" (Beronja & Bee), IX:i:16-24
"Analysis of student and faculty opinion of academic advising services" (McAnulty, O'Connor, & Sklare), VII:i:49-61
"Analysis of the unionization of academic advisors" (Bee, Beronja, & Mann), XI:i:35-40
And on the seventh day (Boyer & Lewis), reviewed, V:ii:101-102
Anderson, Belinda C., book review, VIII:i:123
"Undecided, multiple change, and decided students: How different are they?" (Anderson, Creamer, & Cross), IX:i:46-50
Anderson, Reed, "The college foreign language requirement: An action plan for alternatives (Philips, Ganshow, & Anderson), XI:i:51-56
Anderson, Richard E., Productivity and higher education: Improving the effectiveness of faculty, facilities, and financial resources (Anderson & Meyerson, Eds.), reviewed, XIII:i:92-95
"Annotated bibliography of recent research related to academic advising" (Gordon), XI:i:50-55; (Gordon), XI:i:102-107; (Gordon), XI:ii:41-146; (Gordon), XII:ii:73-77; (Gordon), XII:i:87-92; (Gordon), XIII:i:101-106; (Gordon), XIII:i:71-75; (Steele & Kennedy), XIV:ii:70-76; (Steele & Kennedy), XIV:i:158-162; (Steele & McDonald), XIV:i:72-78; (Steele), XV:ii:64-69
Anstine, Margaret G., Voyage: A chartbook for career/life planning, reviewed, III:i:87
Antonoff, Steven R., College match: A blueprint for choosing the best school for you! (Antonoff & Friedmann), reviewed, XIV:i:53
Appleton, Sheldon, "The impact of an academic advising program: A case study," III:i:57-63
Applying adult development strategies (Rossman & Rossman, Eds.), reviewed, XI:i:126
"Applying cognitive development theory in the advising setting" (Carberry, Baker, & Prescott), V:ii:13-18
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"Applying values and lifestyles psychographics to parental involvement in college and university orientation" (Whitaker & Roberts), X:i:41-46

"Approaching a definitive position on academic advising" (Danis), VII:i:3-4

Apps, Jerold W., Higher education in a learning society: Meeting the demands for education and training, reviewed, IX:i:117-118

Archer, Elyane, Bridges to opportunity: Are community colleges meeting the transfer needs of minority students? (Pincus & Archer), reviewed, XI:i:29

Arndt, Mary Kate, book review, XIV:i:156-157

Arndt, J. Richard, "The academic advisor as an environmental change agent," VII:i:43-46

"Response to 'Predictors of success for academically dismissed students following readmission','" XV:i:51

"The art and science of academic advising: A case study" (Bustamante & Phillips), VII:i:49-55

Aside from teaching, what in the world can you do? (Bostor), reviewed, III:i:69-70

Aslanian, Carol B., How Americans in transition study for college credit (Aslanian & Brickell), reviewed, IX:i:116-117

"An assessment of centralized versus faculty advising in a college of engineering" (Miville & Sedlacek), XV:i:20-25

"An assessment of the perceived utility of various college majors" (Graham & Cockriel), X:i:8-17

"Assisting high academic risk athletes: Recommendations for the academic advisor" (Ender), III:i:1-10

Astin, Helen S., Women of influence, women of vision: A cross-generational study of leaders and social change (Astin & Leland), reviewed, XIV:i:156


Austin, Ann E., Academic workplace: New demands, heightened tensions (Austin & Gamson), reviewed, VIII:i:123

B


"Back to the future: Crookston and O'Banion revisited" (Roney), XV:i:35-38

Baker, Margo, "Applying cognitive development theory in the advising setting" (Carberry, Baker, Prescott), VII:i:13-18

Baker, Robert W., "Experiential counterparts of test-induced disillusionment during freshman adjustment to college" (Baker & Schultz), XII:i:15-22

"Freshman decidedness regarding academic major and anticipated and actual adjustment to an engineering college" (Pflaud, Baker, & Groccia), XII:i:20-26

"Interventions using scales measuring expected and actual adjustment to college" (Baker & Schultz), XIII:i:9-17

"Measuring expectations about college adjustment" (Baker & Schultz), XII:i:23-32

Ballard, Mark R., "Peer advisors: Agents of change for high-risk students" (Davis & Ballard), VI:i:9-15

Banks, Joyce Ragland, Selecting a thinking skills program, reviewed, XIII:i:97-98

Barber-Hogan, M., Straight talk on careers: 80 pros take you into your professions, reviewed, XII:i:82-83

Barefoot, Betsy O., 1991 national survey of freshman seminar programming (Barefoot & Filder), reviewed, XV:i:61-62

Barman, Charles R., "Peer advising: A working model" (Barman & Benson), I:i:35-40


Barr, Margaret J., Student services and the law: A handbook for practitioners, reviewed, XI:i:83-89

Bateman, David, book review, XV:i:64-65

Baugartner, David, book review, XV:i:61-62

Bazlute, Francine T., Defamation issues in higher education, reviewed, XIII:i:54-55


Beatty, J. D., "The National Academic Advising Association: A brief history, X:i:5-25

"Open option advising at Iowa State University: An integrated advising and career planning model" (Beatty, Davis, & White), III:i:39-48

Beatty, Rebecca L., "ACT scores predict success on the Pre-Professional Skills Test" (Soules, Beatty, & Hopper), XIII:i:23-27


Bee, Richard H., "An analysis of an enrollment control program at an open admission university" (Beronja & Bee), IX:i:16-24

"Analysis of the unionization of academic advisors" (Bee, Beronja, & Mann), X:i:35-40

"Investigating the motivations of the pre-engineering major" (Beronja & Bee), VI:i:83-92

Belenky, Mary Field, Women's ways of knowing: The development of self, voice, and mind (Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger, & Tarule), reviewed, VIII:i:98-99

Bender, Louis W., Fostering minority access in higher education: The role of urban community colleges and universities (Richardson & Bender), reviewed, VIII:i:93-95

Bennett, John Lansingh, "From the managing editor," XII:i:45; XV:i:8-8

Bensimon, Estela M., Making sense of administrative leadership: The "L" word in higher education (Bensimon, Neumann, & Birnbaum) reviewed, XII:i:45

Redesigning collegiate leadership: Teams and teamwork in higher education (Bensimon & Neumann), reviewed, XV:i:57-68

Benson, Paul A., "Peer advising: A working model" (Barman & Benson), I:i:33-40

Bergman, Jill, book review, XIV:i:150-151
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Beronja, Terry A., "An analysis of an enrollment control program at an open admission university" (Beronja & Bee), IX:i:18-24

"Analysis of the unionization of academic advisors" (Bee, Beronja, & Mann), XI:i:35-40

"Investigating the motivations of the pre-engineering major" (Beronja & Bee), VI:ii:83-92

Bers, Trudy H. (Ed.), *Using student tracking systems effectively*, reviewed, VI:iv:69


Bestor, Dorothy K., "Aside from teaching, what in the world can you do," reviewed, III:i:69-70


*Between a rock and a hard place: The at-risk student in the open-door college* (Rouche & Rouche), reviewed, XV:i:52


Biggers, Darlene, "The role of university residence halls in the academic advising process" (Schein, Biggers, & Reese), VII:i:67-75

Bills, Timothy A., book review, XIV:ii:154-155

Birnbaum, Robert, *Making sense of administrative leadership: The "L" word in higher education* (Bensimon, Neumann, & Birnbaum), reviewed, X:ii:45

Black, Lendley, "Expanding the advising team" (Glennen, Farren, Vowell, & Black), IX:ii:25-30

*Blacks in college* (Fleming), reviewed, VII:i:93-95

*Black student's guide to college* (Bynum), reviewed, VIII:i:97-98

Blanshard, Brand, *The uses of a liberal education, and other talks to students*, reviewed, IX:i:125

Bluhm, Harry P., *Computers in guidance, counseling, and psychotherapy*, reviewed, XIII:i:79-80

Boaz, Patricia A., book review, IX:i:116-117

Boe, Jonathan, "The evolution of a freshman seminar" (Boe & Jolicoeur), IX:i:51-59

Boerig, Pam, book review, XIV:ii:148-149

Bogenschutz, Margie, "Advising as a profession" (Gordon, Swenson, Spencer, Kline, Bogenschutz, & Seeger), VII:i:59-64

Bogue, E. Grady, *The evidence for quality* (Bogue & Sanders), reviewed, XV:i:54-55

Bol, John, "The new faculty member," reviewed, XI:ii:62-64

Boli, John, *Careerism and intellectualism among college students* (Katchadourian & Boli), reviewed, VII:i:91-92

Borgard, John H., "Toward a pragmatic philosophy of academic advising," I:i:6

Bowers, Patricia, book review, XI:i:93.95

"From the editors" (Schein & Bowers), XI:3

Boyer, Carol M., *And on the seventh day* (Boyer & Lewis), reviewed, VI:ii:101-102

Bradbury, Linda, book review, XIII:i:90-91

Bradley, Jan, "Student portfolios: A comprehensive approach to academic advisement" (Funk & Bradley), XIV:i:48-49

Bradley, Loretta J., "Career indecision: A dilemma and a solution" (Bradley & Wark), IV:i:23-27

Brawer, Florence B., *The American community college* (Cohen & Brawer), reviewed, IV:i:69

Bredemeier, Nancy L., "A computer-based, student-operated advising system for education majors" (Milheim, Bredemeier, & Clemens), IX:i:25-32

Brenden, Mary Ann, "Pioneering new support systems for non-traditional baccalaureate students: Inter- actional advising and peer mentoring," VII:i:77-82

Brice, Barbara, "Intragroup differences between Black native and transfer students at a predominantly White university: Implications for advising" (Rodriguez, Kaye, Stice, Reedy, Frazier, & Brice), XV:i:31-35


*Brigades to opportunity: Are community colleges meeting the transfer needs of minority students?* (Pincus & Archer), reviewed, XI:i:90

"A brief attempt at defining academic advising" (Tauer), VIII:i:48

Briscoe, Diane Buck, *Serving culturally diverse populations* (Ross-Gordon, Martin, & Briscoe, Eds.), reviewed, XII:i:80-82

Brodzinski, Frederick R., *Rethinking services for college athletes* (Shirberg & Brodzinski, Eds.), reviewed, VII:i:90-91

Bronner, S. J., *Piled higher and deeper: The folklore of campus life*, reviewed, XII:i:76-77


Brooks, Linda, *Career choice and development: Applying contemporary theories to practice* (Brown & Brooks), reviewed, VII:i:93-95

Brown, Bonnie, "Rewards for academic advising: An evaluation" (Larsen & Brown), III:i:53-60

"Student and faculty expectations of academic advising" (Larsen & Brown), III:i:31-37

Brown, Duane, *Career choice and development: Applying contemporary theories to practice* (Brown & Brooks), reviewed, VII:i:93-95

Brown, Thomas, "The prescriptive relationship in academic advising as an appropriate developmental intervention with multicultural populations" (Brown & Rivas), XIV:i:108-111

Buck, Jacqueline N., *Fostivating students' career development* (Harren, Daniels, & Buck, Eds.), reviewed, II:i:60-61

Buck, Joyce B., book review, VIII:i:76

*Budgeting for higher education at the state level: Enigma, paradox, and ritual* (Layzell & Lyddon), reviewed, XIII:i:75-76
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"Building community in freshman year" (Collins), III:ii:47-52
Bunnage, JoAnne C., book review, XV:ii:45-46
Burkhardt, Patricia, book review, XIII:i:84
Business and higher education: Toward new alliances (Gold), reviewed, V:i:90-91
Bustamante, Elaine, "The art and science of academic advising: A case study" (Bustamante & Phillips), VI:ii:49-55
Butler, Beverly, book review, XII:i:62-65
Byrd, Marquita L., "Academic advising ain’t what it used to be: Strangers in the university," XV:iv:44-47

C
Cabell, D. W. E., Cabell's directory of publishing opportunities in education, vols. I & II, reviewed, XIII:i:52
Cabell's directory of publishing opportunities in education, vols. I & II (Cabell), reviewed, XIII:i:52
Caffarella, Rosemary S., Learning in adulthood: A comprehensive guide (Merriam & Caffarella), reviewed, XIII:i:85-86
Cahn, Victor L., A thinking student's guide to college, reviewed, XI:ii:122-124
Campus daze: Easing the transition from high school to college (Gibbs), reviewed, XIV:i:51-52; XVii:ii:45
"Campus leaving behavior" (Janasiewicz), VII:i:23-30
Campus life: In search of community (Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching), reviewed, XI:i:130-131
"A campus newspaper advising column: An 'Ann Landers' approach to advising" (McLean), X:ii:27-29
Campus opportunities for students with learning differences (Crooker), reviewed, XV:ii:45
Candy, Philip C., Self direction for lifelong learning, reviewed, XV:ii:59
Cannon, Colleen (Ed.), Internships, reviewed, Ill:i:70-72
Caplan, Paula J., Lifting a ton of feathers: A woman's guide to surviving in the academic world, reviewed, XIV:i:60-61
Carberry, Julie Dryden, "Applying cognitive development theory in the advising setting" (Carberry, Baker, & Prescott), VII:i:13-18
"The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator: A resource for developmental advising" (Gordon & Carberry), IV:ii:75-81
Career choice and development: Applying contemporary theories to practice (Brown & Brooks), reviewed, VII:i:93-95
Career guidance through the life span: Systematic approaches, (Herr & Cramer), reviewed, X:ii:55-56
"Career indecision: A dilemma and a solution" (Bradley & Wark), IV:ii:29-27
Career planning and decision-making for college (McKnight, Ed.), reviewed, III:ii:98-99
Career planning and decision-making for college—Instructor's guide (McKnight, Ed.), reviewed, III:ii:98-99
Career planning for the 1990's: A guide for today's graduates (Shingleton), reviewed, XII:i:60-61; XIII:i:76
Careerism and intellectualism among college students (Katchadourian & Boli), reviewed, VII:i:91-92
Careers in foreign languages: A handbook (Sharif), reviewed, I:i:61
Caret, Robert L., Myths and realities of academic administration (Plante & Caret), reviewed, X:ii:126
"A caring attitude and academic advising" (Ford & Ford), IX:ii:43-48
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, Campus life: In search of community, reviewed, XI:ii:130-131
Cardine, Keith, "Rating scales for the evaluation of academic advisors" (Severy, Lee, Caroline, Powers, & Mason), XIV:ii:121-129
"Carpe Diem: A look at the future of NACADA and advising" (Habley), VIII:i:85-88
Carris, Joan D., Peterson's panic plan for the SAT (Carris, Crystal, & McQuade, Eds.), reviewed, XII:i:72
Carter, Anita L., book review, XV:ii:52
Cartwright, Carol A., "Welcome," VII:i:3-4
Caruso, Robert, Enhancing campus judicial systems (Caruso & Travelstead, Eds.), reviewed, VIII:ii:86
"CAS general standards and guidelines for student services/development programs," VII:i:57-61
Cashin, William E., "Research priorities for academic advising: Results of survey of NACADA membership" (Polson & Cashin), I:i:34-48
Cavanaugh, Mary, "The challenge of career education to the arts and sciences" (Venglar, Goldberg, Cavanaugh, & Whitenek), Ill:i:37-67
Cavender, Dorothy H., "Improving the effectiveness of advisory services through performance appraisal," X:ii:26-29
"Centralized intrusive advising and undergraduate retention" (Backhus), IX:ii:39-45
Chacko, Sandra Beermann, "Validation of the Learning and Study Strategies Inventory with a sample of students in nursing" (Chacko & Huba), XI:ii:5-15
Chaffee, Ellen Earle, Quality: Transforming postsecondary education (Chaffee & Sherr), reviewed, XIV:i:64-65
"The challenge of career education to the arts and sciences" (Venglar, Goldberg, Cavanaugh, & Whitenek), II:ii:37-47
Chambless, Catherine Anne, "The Ursinus College Freshman Advising Program" (Chambless & Fago), VII:ii:20-22
"Change of major and academic success" (Elliott), IV:ii:39-45
"Change of major and use of academic resources" (Elliott & Elliott), V:ii:39-40
"Changes in social and academic integration in freshmen of high and average ability: Implications for retention" (Kennedy, Gordon, & Gordon), V:ii:9-19

"Changes in student attitudes and goals during the undergraduate years" (Marion & Cheek), V:ii:19-30

Changing careers: Steps to success (Sikula), reviewed, X:ii:52-53

Changing college classrooms: New teaching and learning strategies for an increasingly complex world (Halpern), reviewed, X:ii:45-46

"Changing the campus environment" (Teitelbaum), X:ii:32-37

Chaplin, Miriam T., "Changing the campus environment" (Teitelbaum).

The character of American higher education and multiculturalism, and gender in higher education (Sill, Chaplin, Ritzke, & Wilson), reviewed, X:ii:62-63

Character development in the freshman year and over four years of undergraduate study (Whiteley & Yokota), reviewed, X:iii:61

The character of American higher education and intercollegiate sport (Chu), reviewed, X:iii:52-53

Charting your course: How to prepare to teach more effectively (Pregent), reviewed, X:ii:46-47

Cheatham, Harold E., Cultural pluralism on campus (Cheatham & Assoc.), reviewed, X:iii:80-82

Cheek, Neal K., "Changes in student attitudes and goals during the undergraduate years" (Marion & Cheek), V:ii:19-30

"Relationships between student characteristics and perceived outcomes of a university education" (Marion & Cheek), V:ii:53-60
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